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***

I  have said this for a long time. The global elite hate you, they want to destroy your
standard of living, and reduce you to a serf, a powerless and dispensable carbon emitter.

World Economic Forum hemorrhoid, Chrystia Freeland, thinks the middle class
makes too much money. The WEF is as evil as you think.#FreelandMustGo
#WEF  #WEFpuppet  #WEF23  #Davos  #DavosAgenda  #GreatReset
#ResistTheWEF  #CrimesAgainstHumanity  pic.twitter.com/lnXDea5H0b

— Vidmax.com (@Newsfilter2) January 20, 2023

Freeland is safe behind a podium at the WEF. There are thousands of Swiss soldiers outside
making sure outraged plebs don’t storm the castle.

This  “honorable”  woman  (government  sociopaths  are  always  honorable),  a  fixture  of  the
state, is on her tenth careerist term as deputy prime minister of Canada and “serves” as the
minister of finance.

As  minister  of  finance,  there  is  no  doubt  she  understands  what  a  “pay  cut”  will  do  to  the
middle class.
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Freeland obviously considers the American middle class useless and non-productive (unlike
the factory slaves in China). Sure, their grandparents built America and toiled in factories
and offices. However, Freeland and the neoliberal cartel believe it is high time to dismantle
America and starve out those left in the wake of offshoring and the financial swindles that
have further enriched the billionaire caste, a massive transfer (theft) of wealth that is slowly
destroying the middle class.

Klaus Schwab, a student of war criminal Henry Kissinger, is a mentor to power-hungry and
narcissistic  sociopaths.  The  WEF “Great  Reset”  is  designed  to  turn  the  world  into  an
impoverished social concentration camp, where destitute serfs “own nothing” and this, in
true Orwellian fashion, will set them free.

It’s not mentioned that the Schwab control freak system will shut down any opposition to
unelected  WEF  apparatchiks.  If  you  rent  everything—your  home,  car,  food,  computer,
etc.—that rental “privilege” can be taken away.

I challenge people to investigate the WEF’s Global Redesign Initiative. According to the
Transnational Institute in the Netherlands, this “initiative” proposes

a transition away from intergovernmental decision-making towards a system of
multi-stakeholder  governance.    In  other  words,  by  stealth,  they  are
marginalising a recognised model where we vote in governments who then
negotiate treaties which are then ratified by our elected representatives with a
model where a self-selected group of ‘stakeholders’ make decisions on our
behalf. (Emphasis added.)

In other words, large transnational corporate “stakeholders” will be deciding where you live,
what you eat (insects and weeds), how you reproduce (or not reproduce; children produce

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GRI_EverybodysBusiness_Report_2010.pdf
https://www.tni.org/en/article/davos-and-its-danger-to-democracy
https://thenewamerican.com/world-economic-forum-we-can-be-conditioned-to-eat-weeds-and-bugs-to-save-us-from-climate-change/
https://www.npr.org/2016/08/18/479349760/should-we-be-having-kids-in-the-age-of-climate-change
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carbon emissions), and what you can “rent” from them, or not be allowed to rent if you
complain about an unelected globalist “economic” cartel driving humanity into serfdom,
worldwide poverty, and depopulation.

Chrystia Freeland is an enemy of humanity. She is a globalist misanthrope. In the above
video, she revealed her utter contempt for the average man and woman. She is advocating
harm, even death.

There is no other way to describe such a despicable misanthrope. No doubt her response
would  be  entirely  different  if  enraged  serfs  managed  to  overwhelm  the  Swiss  military
outside the luxury ski resort at Davos and rounded up the self-entitled WEF grandees and
arranged a tribunal for economic crimes against humanity.

It won’t happen anytime soon.

Americans, Canadians, and Europeans are far too passive,  distracted, dumbed down, and
willing to believe fictional narratives. If covid demonstrated anything, it is that indoctrinated
people, fearful of death, will do whatever the government demands of them. It’s a template
that will be repeated.

Well, at least the French retain some spunk. Macron wants to neoliberalize France’s pension
system. This was the response to his proposal to negate a promise:

Huge protests all across France today against pension reform.

Between  1-2  million  people  in  the  streets  according  to  the  CGT  ���
pic.twitter.com/Xk6yBhRyuE

— Wall Street Silver (@WallStreetSilv) January 19, 2023

It really is too bad a million or more people are not marching up Landwasserstrasse to
Davos to demonstrate opposition to the WEF cartel and its misanthropic global agenda.

*
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